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Abstract

Overlapping is a technique used in access methods to com-
biie consecutive structure instances into a single structure
by not storing identical sub-stmctnres. This way, space
is saved without sacrificing time performance. Here, we
present the structure of Overlapping Linear Quadtrees -which
is used to store consecutive rader images according to trans-
action tim~ Experimentation with synthetic region data
shows that considerable storage is saved in comparison to
independent linear quadtre~~, in the case of similar consecu-
tive images. Therefore, this stmcture can be used in spati~
temporal databases to support. query processing of evolv-
ing images. Besides, an efficient aIgorithm that uses the
new structure and answers spatio-temporal window queries
is presented.

Index terms: Spati&emporal databases, transaction time,
access methods, indexing, B+ trees, quadtrees, linear quti-
treas, overlapping, time/space performance.

1 Introduction

Several spatial access methods have been proposed in the lit-
eratur~ for storing multi-dimensional objects (e.g. points,
line segments, areas, volumes, and hyper-volumes) without
considering the notion of time. These methods are classified
in one of the following two categories according to the prin-
ciple guiding the hierarchical decomposition of dat a regions
in ea& method.

● Data space hierarchy: a region containing data is split
(when, for example, a maximum capacity is exceeded)
to sub-regions which depend on these data only (for
em.mple, each of two sub-regions contains half of the
data)
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● Embedding space hierarchy a region cent aining data
is split (-when a certain criterion holds) to sub-regions
independently of these data (for example, a square re-
gion is always split in four quadrant sub-regions)

The book by Samet [14] and the recent survey by Gaede
and Guenther [4] provide excellent information sources for
the interest reader.

On the other hand, temporal access methods have been
proposed to index data varying over time without consider-
ing space at all. The notion of time may be of two types:
transaction time (i.e., time when the fact is current in the
database and may be retrieved) and valid time (i.e., time
when the fact is true in the modeled reality) [6]. A temporal
DBMS would support at least one of these two types of time.
Thus, we distinguish among three temporal DBMSS: valid-
time (in the past called historical), transaction-time (in the
past called rollback), and bLtemporal databases. Indexing
methods are also classified according to the above taxon-
omy. A wide range of access methods has been proposed
to support multi-version/temporal data by keeping track of
data evolution over time. For excellent recent surveys on
temporal access methods see [11, 13].

Until recently the field of temporal databases and spatial
databases remained two separate worlds. However, modern
applications (e.g. geographical information systems, mul-
timedia systems, scientific and statistical databases, such
as medical, meteorological, astrophysics oriented databases)
involve the efficient manipulation of moving spatial objects,
and the relationships among them. For instante, Worboys
[21] provides a survey of (mainly GIS oriented) spati&tem-
poral applications on administrative areas, road networks,
and land ownership. Therefore, there is an emerging growing
need to study the case of ‘spatio-tempoml databases”. Ac-
cording to the first attempt towards a specification and clas-
sification scheme for spatio-temporal access methods [17], up
until now, only four spati~temporal indexing methods have
appeared in the Iiteratunx 3D R-trees [16], MR-trees and
RT-trees [22], and HR-trees [12]. These approaches have the
following characteristics:

● 3D R-trees treat time as another dimension using a
stat~of-theart spatial indexing method, namely the
R-tree [5],

● MR-trees and HR-trees use overlapping in R-trees to
represent successive states of the database, and

● RT-trees couple time intervals with spatial ranges in
each node of the tree structure by adopting ideas from
R-trees and TSB-trees [8].
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All these method~ are extensions of the R-tree, which is
based on the ‘consemative approbation principle”, i.e.
spatial objects are ind~xed by cotidering their minimum
bounding rectangle (M.BR). These methods are not suitable
for representing regional dat+ in cases where a Iot of empty
(“dead”] space is introduced in the MBRs, since this fact de-
cre~ses the index abtity to prune space and objects during
a top-bottom traversal.

In the present paper, we follow a dii&ent paradigm, that
of quadtre~<, by using quadcodes to decompose image data
in an e~act (i.e. non-rough) manner. More specifically, we
present an eilicient indexing and retrieval method for re
gional data and describe the design and implementation of
a new structure Overlapping Liiear Quadtrees. Evidently,
this structure is based on linear quadtrees which are en-
hanced by using the overlapping technique in order to avoid
storing identical sub-quadrants of successive instances of im-
age data evolving over transaction time.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the building blocks of the implementation of Over-
lapping ~mear Quadtrees. Section 3 describes an efficient
algorithm that uses the new structure and answers spati~
temporal window queries. In Section 4 we present the ex-
perimental setting and show that the new structure demon-
strates a remarkable storage performance. We conclude in
Section 5, suggesting also directions for future work.

2 The new structure

The notion of overlapping consecutive instances of access
rnethock has been mentioned in the previous section. Except
of the ca<es of MR-t rees and HR-t rees, overlapping has been
L~o asedin a number of occasions, where successive data
snapshots are similar. For example, it has been used as
a technique to compress similar text files [2], B-trees and
B+tr~s [3, 9, 18], as well as main-memory quadtrees [19,
20]. In this section, first we make a short presentation of
region quadtrees and the application of overlapping to these
trees when they are stored in main memory, and second we
describe the application of overlapping to secondary memory
quadtree variations.

2.1 Region Quadtrees

The region quadtree is the most popular member in the
famiIy of quadtre+based access methods. It is used for the
representation of binary images, that, is 2“ x 2“ Iimary arrays
(for a positive integer n), -where a 1 (0) entry stands for a
black (white) picture element. More precisely, it is a degree
four tree with height n, at most. Each node corresponds to
a square array of pixels (the root corresponds to the whole
image). If all of them have the same color (black or white)
the node is a leaf of that color. Otherwise, the node is
colored gray and has four children. Each of these children
corresponds to one of the four square sub-arrays to which
the array of that node is partitioned. We assume here, that
the first (leftmosf) child corresponds to the upper left sub-
array, the second to the upper right sub-array, the third
to the lower left sub-array and the fourth (rightmost) child
to the lower right sub-array. For more details regarding
quadtrees see [14]. I?@re 1.c shows a quadtree for the 8 x
8 pixel array of F&me la. Note that black (white) squares
represent black (white) leaves, whereas circles represent gray
nod~s.
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Figure 1: (a),(b): two similar 8x8 images, (c),(d): the cor-
responding quadtrees and (e): the overlapped structure.

2.2 Overlapped Pointer Quadtrees

Region quadtrees, as presented above, can be implemented
as main memory tree structures (each node being repre-
sented as a record that points to its chiIdren). We can save
memory space by overlapping quadtrees, that is by using the
same memory area for storing common subtrees of diFerent
trees. Consider two quadtrees that represent an image and
a variation of that image. If the two images have common
sub-images covering the same co-ordinates, the correspond-
ing subtrees of the two trees that represent these images are
identical and may be kept only once in memory, while they
belong to paths of both trees. In case there are not any
common sub-images between the two images we have two
distinct trees. In case the two instances are two identical
images so are the trees (the pointers to the roots of the trees
remain distinct although they point to the same node). If
there are not two images only, but along sequence of images
representing for example a gradually changing image, com-
mon sub-structures may be shared by more than two con-
secutive trees. This sharing is transparent to the algorithms
accessing the trees. In other words, there is not any ac-
cess time overhead because of overlapping. Figures 1.a and
l.b demonstrate two similar images and Figures 1.c and l.d
demonstrate the respective quadtrees. The result of apply-
ing overlapping to these trees is shown in Figure i.e. Note,
that when there is a different sub-structure (which might
even be a difTerent pixel for a certain image position) the
total path to this sub-structure is stored. This guarantees
that the access time of any node remains the same.

2.3 Overlapping Linear Quadtrees

Variations of region quadtrees have been developed for sec-
ondary memory. Linear region quadtrees are the ones used
most extensively. A linear quadtree representation consists
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of a lkt of values -wherethere is one value for each black node
of the po”mter-based quadtree. The tine of a node is an ad-
dress describing the petition and size of the corresponding
block in the image. These addresses can be stored in an ef-
ficient structure for secondary memory (such as a B-tree or
one of its variations). There are also variations of this rep-
resentation -where white nodes are stored too, or variations
which are suitable for multicolor images. Evidently, this rep-
resentation is very space eiiicient, aIthough it is not suited to
mzmy useful algorithms that are designed for pointer-based
quadtrees. The most popular linear implementations are the
FL (Fixed Length), the I?D (Fixed length – Depth) and the
VL (Variable length) linear implementations [15].

In the FL implementation, the address of a black Quad-
tree node is a code-word that consists of n base 5 digits.
Codes 0, 1, 2 and 3 denote directions NW, NE, SW and SE,
respectively, while code 4 denotes a do-noticare direction.
If the black node resides on level i, -where n > i z O, then
the fist n – i digits express the directions that constitute
the path from the root to this node and the last i digits are
all equal to 4. In the FD implementation, the address of a
black quadtree node has two parts: the first part is code-
word that consists of n base 4 digits. Codes O, 1, 2 and 3
denote directions NW, NE, SW and SE, respectively. This
codeword is formed in a similar way to the code--word of the
FL-linear implementation with the difference that the last i

digits are all equal to 0. The second part of the address haa
[~ogz(n + 1)1 bits and denotes the depth of the black node,
or in other -rrorik, the number of digits of the first part that
express the path to this node. In the VL implementation
the address of a black quadtree node is a code-word that
consists of at most n base 5 digits. Code O is not used
in addre.ssa<, -while codes 1, 2, 3 and 4 denote one of the
four directions ea& If the black node resides on level i,

where n z i z O, then its address consists of n. — i digits
expressing the directions that. constitute the path from the
root, to this node. The depth of a node can be calculated by
finding the smallest value equal to a power of 5 that gives
O quotient when the address of this node is divided (using
integer division) with this value.

Each quadtree, in a sequence of quadtrees modeling time
evolving images, can be represented in secondary memory by
storing its linear FD codes ‘m a B~tree. The new structure,
called Overlapping Liiear Quadt rees, is formed by overlap
ping com~ecutive B+trees Since in the same quadtree two
black nodes that are ancestor and descendant cannot CG
esist, two FD linear codes that coincide at all the directional
digits cannot ~tist neither. This means that the directional
part. of the FD codes is sutlicient for bailding B~trees at all
the levels At the leaf-level, the depth of each black node
should a.ko be stored so that images are accnrat ely repr~
sented and that overlapping can be correctly applied. In
Figures 1.c and l.d you can see the directional code of each
black node of the two depicted trees. The above part of
Figure 2 depicts the B~trees that correspond to the trees of
Figures 1.c and l.d and the below part depicts the resulting
overlapped linear structure. Not e that in Overlapping Lin-
ear Quadtrees there is no extra cost for accesses in a specific
linear quadtree.

The choice of FD linear representation, instead of the
other two linear represmtations, is not accidental. The FD
linear represent ation is made of base 4 digits and is thus
easily handled us-mg two kits for each digit. Besides, the
sorted sequence of FD linear codes is a depth-fist traversal
of the tree. Since internal and -white nodes are omitted, this
meam that sibling black nodes are stored consecutively in
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Figure 2: Two B~trees storing linear quadtree codes and
the corresponding linear overlapped structure.

the B+ tree and there is increased probabtity for the same
image part to reside in the same leaf between consecutive
B~trees. This property m axirniaes the probabfity that a
leaf will not change and will be overlapped between consec-
utive B+trees, since consecutive images have large identical
parts. In order to make this probability even higher, the
B~tree leaves hold a small number of codes (a few black
nodes are very likely to remain unchanged). Note, also,
that in our implementation a disk page may host a number
of consecutive B+ tree leaves.

During an image update, a number of FD quadcode dele-
tions from, and a number of FD quadcode insertions into
the last B+tree instance has to be performed. However,
as usually happens, given a new image, we do not know
beforehand which exactly are the quadcode insertions and
deletions. Thus, we face image updates in two stages. The
first stage is to sort the quadcodes of the new image version
and compare this sequence against the set of quadcodes of
the last image version, which resides in a binary table (see
Section 4 for details). The next stage follows the approach
of [7], and builds the new tree instante by performing these
insertions/deletions in a batched manner, instead of per-
forming them one at a time.

A consequence of this technique is that a specific B+
tree leaf may accept a number of quadcode insertions much
greater than the number of available free slots. Thus, a
specific leaf may split in more than two nodes. In a simil-
ar manner, more tham two B~tree consecutive leaves may
merge during quadcode deletions.

On top of Overlapping Linear Quadtrees, another tree
structure is used to index transaction-time values and to
point to the roots of the respective B~trees. This tree struc-
ture has a reasonable size, hence it can be stored in main
memory. AU nodes of Overlapping Linear Quadtrees have
an extra field, called aStartTime”, that can be used to detect
whether a node is being shared by other trees. We assign
a value to StartTirne during the creation of the correspond-
ing node and there is no need for future modification of this
field. Moreover, leaf-nodes have one more extra field, called
“EndTirne”, that is used to register the transaction time



when a specific leaf changes and becomes historical.
In order to keep track of the image evolution (in other

worck, the evolution of quadcodes) and effiaently satisfy
spatio-t emporal queries over the stored raster images, we
embed some additional horizontal pointers in the B+tree
leaves. This way there will be no need to top-down traverse
consecutive tree instamces to search for a specific quadcode,
th~~ avoiding excess page accesses. hfore specifically, we em-
bed four additional pointers in every B+ tree Ieaf to support
spatio-t empora3 queries Names and roles of these pointers
are

B-pointer is used during a temporal query to traverse the
structure badnvards. When not-null, it points to a his-
torical leaf horn the previous tree instance. The node
accommodating a not-null B-pointer has been created
after a merge/split/update of that historical node.

BC-pointer is also used during a temporal query to tra-
verse the structure backxvards. The node accomnw
dating a not-null BGpointer is always historical. BC-
po-mter always refers to a historical leaf of the same
tree instant. This field is involved in the merge proce-
dure.

F-pointer is used during a temporal query to traverse the
stmcture forwards. The node which accommodates a
not-null F-point er is always historical. In such a case
F-pointer points to a successive tree instant leaf, which
had been created from this specific historical node after
a split/merge/update.

FGpointer is ako used during a temporal query to tra-
verse the stmcture forwards- When this pointer is
not-null, it points to a node of the same tree instant,
which had been created after a split.
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F&re 3: Forward and baclnvard chaining for the support
of temporil queries.

Figure 3 shows how the leaves of three successive B~trees
can be forward- and backward-chained to support temporal
queries The leaf on the left-top corner of the figure corr~
spends to the first t-me instant, t=l, and contains the FD
codes CZ=002/3, CZ=O03/3 and Gs=302/3 (the form of the
cod~s is direction/depth). Suppose that during time in-
stant. t=2, eight quadcodes with keys CA=030/3, C5=031/3,
C5=032/3, CT=~~fJ/2, Cs=211/3, C9=330/3, CIO=331/3,
and Cll =332/3 are inserted. h such a case, we have a node
split. In other words, we have to allocate three new B+tree
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leaves at time instant t=2, in order to accommodate eleven
qua.dcodes in totaL The Ieaf in question of time instant t=l
is connected to the fist of these three new nodes by using
the F-pointer field, whereas the FC-pointer field is used to
chain together the three new nodes. During time instant
t+ a set of 5 quadcodes is deleted, namely the quadcodes
with key values C6, CT, C8, C1Oand Cll. Thus, two nodes
of the tree corresponding to time instant t=2 are merged to
produce a new node as depicted in the figure. B-pointer and
BGpointer fields are maintained accordingly.

The stmcture of Overlapping Linear Quadtrees presents
small diKerences from the structure of Overlapping B+ trees,
The former structure has an auxiliary substructure, a binary
table that keeps the set of quadcodes of the last image ver-
sion (see Section 4 for details). Besides, a disk page may
host a number of consecutive B~tree leaves. On the other
hand in the latter structure there is a direct correspondence
between pages and leaves, assuming that each leaf entry is
accompanied with extra data related to it. Nevertheless,
Overlapping Liiear Quadtrees are used in a completely dif-
ferent context than Overlapping B+trees: they do not store
ordinary numeric data, but they store quadcodes that repre
sent image parts and they are used for answering temporal
window queries (see the next section). More details about
Overlapping B~trees and their use can be found in [18].

3 Temporal Window Query Processing

In Spatial Databases and Geographical Information Systems
there exists the need for procee.sing a significant number of
different spatial queries. For example, nearest neighbor find-
ing, similarity queries%spatial joins of various kinds, window
queries, etc. In this section we provide a solution for the
temporal window strict containment query and the temporal
window partially overlap query for evolving regional data.
Given a window belonging in the area covered by our im-
ages and a time interval the following spatio-temporal query
may be expressed:

● Fmd the black regions of the window at all the time
points within the interval.

Although this kind of query is very likely to be made by
users, no efficient method for its processing has been pre
sented so far. In this subsection, we present such a method
as a sequence of steps.

1. The window is broken into maximal sub-quadrants, as
if it were a black region represented by a region quadtree.

2. For each of these sub-windows, the smallest and largest
directional codes that may appear in the sub-window are
computed. The range of these codes includes all the codes
of the black sub-quadrants that are strictly included withii
the sub-window. A respective range search is performed in
the B~tree of the fist time point and the leaves that either
cent ain such codes or would cent ain them if they had been
inserted are discovered. The codes that fall within the above
range and appear in these nodes are the black sub-quadrants
that are strictly contained within the window for the specific
time point.

3. For each leaf discovered, following the F-pointer at
iirst step and the chain of FC-pointers at second step, the
leaves that evoke from this leaf at the next time point are
discovered. The leaves that do not intersect with the range
specified in step 2 are discarded from further consideration.
The codes that fall within this range and appear in the re-
maining leaves are the black sub-quadrants that are strictly
contained within the sub-window for the specitic time point.
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Vi’e proceed to the tree for the next time po-mt by repeating
step 3 for each remaining leaf. I{Te stop when we reach the
last time point of the time interval.

An analogous procedure could be followed by starting
horn the end of the time interval and by using the B-pointer
and BCpointers.

Ifote that the above procedure fmde all the black snb-
quadrants that fall strictly within the query window. In
order to be able to find black regions that partialIy overlap
with the window, the directional codes for all the ancea-
tors of the sub-windows specified in step 1 must be calcul-
ated. Site an ancestor may be common to two or more
sub-windows, duplicate entries must be eliminated. Then,
the leaves of the B~tree for the first time point that either
cent ain such codes or -would contain them if they had been
inserted are discovered- These leaves are treated in a tim
manner as the leaves that concern strictly contained black
sub-quadmats (step 3).

An alternative algorithm for answering this spatic-tem-
poral query would be to perform a suitable range search for
all the trem that correspond to the given time interval. By
intuition, we claim that the algorithm presented, when ap-
plied to a sequence of similar images, will demonstrate an
0(# of leaves needed for amsvwxingthe query -I-range search
at the first.tree) time performance on the average. The alter-
native algorithm wiU perform in time that is O(range search
at the 1st tree + range search at the 2nd tree -I-...+ range
sead at the l& tree). Thus, the algorithm presented is
very promking in terms of expected execution time. Its the-
oretical performance analysis is among the issues currently
studied by the authors.

4 Experiments

We implemented the structure of Overlapping Linear Qnad-
trees in C++. The maximum and minimum capacity of
internal nodes (leaves) were 250 and 125 keys (10 and 5 FD
codes), respectively. Therefore, with a page size of 2.048
bytes, the size of each internal node (leaf) was one (1/20
of a) page. The size of our images was 256 x 256 pixels
and -weused the algorithm OPTIM.ALJ3UILD described in
[15] for converting the images horn raster to linear FD rep-
resentation. Every experiment was repeated 50 times using
a pair of similar images. At the start, the first image was
created and its FD codes were inserted in an empty B~tree-
The codes -were inserted one at a time, as they were pro-
duced by OPTIMAL-BUILD- Thna, we obtained the result
of a typical B+tree with average storage utilization equal
to In 2. Next, the second image was created as an alternat-
ion of the first image and its FD codes were inserted in
the second B+ treq so that the identical snbtreea between
the two trees overlapped. The codee were first sorted in in-
creasing order, so that an algorithm -whiEhperforms batch
modiiicatioms (i.e. insertions, deletions and updates), along
the lines of [7], could be used. There was no 1/0 cost for
black quadrants that -were identical between the two con-
secutive images, since, by keeping the qnadcodes of the last
imerted image in a main memory compacted binary array
{256 x 256/8 bytes), -wewere able to sort out the respective
identical FD codes

The main goal of our experiments was to count the aver-
age storage g~ me~~~ed = a ratio of the n~ber Of COm-
mon B+ tree nodes between the two images over the number
of the B+ tree nodes of the second image. The parameters
that varied in our experiments were:
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The black/white analogy, i.e. the percentage of the
black pixela (from 50% up to 95%) for the creation of
the first random image. Note that a random image
ia not considered very realistic when the black/white
analogy doea not differ significantly from 5070, since
the image created includes very small nnicolor regions
and corresponds to an almost full qnadtree.

The aggregation coefficient agg(l) of an image 1. This
quantity has been defined and studied in [10] and ex-
presses the coherence of unicolor regions of the image.
Starting horn a random image and using the algorithm
presented in [10], an image with the same black/white
analogy and higher aggregation (more realistic) can be
created.

The image ~erence, the percentage of pixels changing
value from the first image to the consecutive one (horn
2% to 10%). Note that the random changing of sin-
gle pixels is”an extreme method of prodn&g evolving
images and the results produced by this policy should
be seen as very pessimistic. In practice, much higher
storage gains are expected.

20

10

n
’50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100

Blackpixelprobability(%)

100

nE_____l
“50 55 60 65 70 75 80 65 90 95 100

Blackpixel probability (99)

Figure 4 The storage gain and the percentage of common
FD codes (obtained during the first experiment) as a func-
tion of black probabtity, for various change percentages.
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First experiment. This experiment concerned random
images of various black/white analogies, the aggregation
of which remained unchanged. Each image was randomly
changed and o-ierlapped with its changed version. The up-
per part of Figure 4 depicts the average storage gain as a
function of black/white analogy for the fist image of each
pair, for various change percentages. The lower part of this
figure depicts the average percentage of common FD codes
between the images of each pain In most cases, the storage
gain is significant. and varies between 20% and over 70%,
according to the change probability. The abmpt decrease
of the common disk space after the 85% black percentage
is esplained by the fact that irnagea with 85% black pixels
and higher, form many large and solid black spatial regions
(’elands”). Thus, when we change the color of the 2% (for
instance) of the pixels of this image in order to produce the
consecutive image, many of these islands are tiagmented,
producing different quadrants. It is evident that all the
curves of F@re 4 converge to point (100,0).
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Figure 5: The storage gain as a function of aggregation (ob-
tained during the second esperirnent], for various change
percentages. The images were 60% black (above) and 80%
black (below).

age was randomly changed and overlapped with its changed
version. Since a large amount of results was produced, Fig-
ure 5 depicts for two cases only (for images being 60~0black,
above and 80~o black, below) the storage gain as a function
of aggregation for various change percentages.
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Fignre 6: The storage gain as a function of aggregation
(obtained during the second experiment), for various black
probabtities. The change percentage was 2% (above) and
8% (below).

Figure 6 was based on the data produced by the same
experiment. The difference in this figure is that in each
plotted line the black/white analogy was stable (while in
Figure 5 the change percentage was stable). Again, for two
cases only (for change percentage equal to 2Y0,above and to
8%, below) the storage gain as a function of aggregation for
various black probabilities ia depicted. In this experiment,
the storage gain is significant alao and, in most cases%varies
between 15% and 70%, according to the change probabtity.
The decrease of the percentage of the common disk-space
inversely to the increase of the coefficient of the aggregation
took place, for the same reason that was described in the
first experiment.

Second experiment. This experiment concerned random
imagas of various blaclqhvhit e analogies, the aggregation of
~hich m-s increased at various amounts. Then, each im-



5 Conclusions

In the present report, -we presented a new structure: Over-
lapping Linear Quadtrees, which may be used as an access
mechan.krn for consecutive transaction-time raster images.
Experimentation with synthetic region data revealed that
considerable storage is saved with respect to the case of in-
dependent. linear quadtrees when wsed to store similar con-
secutive images. An efiicient algorithm that takes advantage
of the new structure and answers spatio-temporal window
queries -wasalso presente& Therefore, this structure can be
used in spati~t emporal databases to support query proces-
ing of evoking images.

In the future, we plan to emrn.ine the structure of multi-
version B-?kees [1] by accommodating qnadcodes instead
of ordinary numaic dat~ and pursue an experimental per-
formance comparison for these compatible methods (com-
patible in the sem~e that they do not follow the “conser-
~ative approtiation prinaple”, but use instead qnadcodes
to decompose and store image data). Also, important is to
emmine the performance of Overlapping Linear Quadtrees
in the cent ext of various spati~temporal operations, such
as spati~tempord joins, as -well as spatio-temporzd nearest
neighbor queries [17].
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